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We present experimental and theoretical results for the variation of the O 1s intensity from a NiO�001�
surface as the excitation energy is varied through the Ni 2p1/2,3/2 absorption resonances, and as the incidence
angle of the radiation is varied from grazing to larger values. For grazing incidence, a strong multi-atom
resonant photoemission �MARPE� effect is seen on the O 1s intensity as the Ni 2p resonances are crossed, but
its magnitude decreases rapidly as the incidence angle is increased. Resonant x-ray optical �RXRO� calcula-
tions are found to predict these effects very well, although the experimental effects are found to decrease at
higher incidence angles faster than those in theory. The potential influence of photoelectron diffraction effects
on such measurements are also considered, including experimental data with azimuthal-angle variation and
corresponding multiple-scattering-diffraction calculations, but we conclude that they do not vary beyond what
is expected on the basis of the change in photoelectron kinetic energy. Varying from linear polarization to
circular polarization is found to enhance these effects in NiO considerably, although the reasons are not clear.
We also discuss the relationship of these measurements to other related interatomic resonance experiments and
theoretical developments, and make some suggestions for future studies in this area.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant photoemission �RPE� is a very important spec-
troscopic tool for investigations of electronic interactions in
matter. In the most common form of such measurements, the
photon energy is tuned through a core-level absorption edge
in a certain atom, and the photoemission cross section for
another less tightly bound core or valence level in the same
atom is observed to be significantly affected, with both in-
creases and decreases being seen, and the energy dependence
of the effect usually following the well-known Fano profile.1

Among other things, RPE can thus be used to distinguish the
contributions of individual components in the valence bands.

More recently,2–7 it has been pointed out that photoemis-
sion associated with a certain core electronic level of a given
atom “A” can be significantly altered in intensity by tuning
the photon energy through core-level absorption edges of a
near-neighbor atom “B.” This effect has been termed multi-
atom resonant photoemission �MARPE� to distinguish it
from the single-atom aspect of normal RPE �SARPE�. Al-
though some first measurements and discussions of these ef-
fects were influenced by the nonlinearity of a particular de-
tector system utilized,2,3,5,6,8,9 it has subsequently been found
that the experimental MARPE effects observed for photo-
emission from a homogeneous semi-infinite solid surface �in
particular MnO�001�� can be predicted using either a micro-
scopic interatomic resonant photoemission theoretical model
or a macroscopic x-ray optical �dielectric� model whose in-
put is the complex dielectric constant on passing the relevant
resonance.4,7,10 We will refer to the latter model as a resonant
x-ray optical �RXRO� approach. The former microscopic

model has also been shown, for the specific case of semi-
infinite layer systems and with the inclusion of higher-order
x-ray interactions not considered previously, to be reducible
to the x-ray optical treatment using experimental optical
constants.4,7 The RXRO model is furthermore found to well
describe the observed intensity profiles as a function of both
photon energy and x-ray incidence angle. More specifically,
both the microscopic resonant photoemission model and the
RXRO model are found to well reproduce experimental data
observed for the case of O 1s emission from MnO7 on pass-
ing the Mn 2p1/2,3/2 resonances, with the microscopic model
also having been shown to explain analogous data for O 1s
emission from CuO on passing the Cu 2p1/2,3/2 resonances.11

In a more recent study of MARPE effects for N2 adsorbed on
Ni�111�, it has been found that N 1s emission on passing the
Ni 2p1/2,3/2 resonances also can be described in terms of the
RXRO model;12 although this study also attempted to ob-
serve short-range MARPE effects that went beyond the
RXRO picture, these were not found, at least to within �1%
in magnitude.

As noted previously, it has also been found in such studies
to be very important to allow for any detector nonlinearity
present, in measuring either photoelectron intensities or
x-ray absorption coefficients via secondary electrons, since
the flux of both primary and secondary electrons increases
dramatically over any strong absorption edge, thus forcing
the detection system to span a large dynamic range.7 Accu-
rate procedures have been developed for such corrections
and demonstrated experimentally.7,13–15

Related studies on solids have also dealt with the case of
soft x-ray emission under conditions of interatomic reso-
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nance, specifically from MnO,6 LaF3,16 and TixNb1−xC.16 For
these cases, the RXRO model was found to describe the data
well, although the connection of this model with interatomic
resonant photoemission was not fully recognized in some of
this work.16

MARPE effects have also been considered for small mol-
ecules, from both theoretical and experimental points of
view. In such cases, the effect must arise strictly from short-
range interactions over the few neighboring atoms available,
rather than being summed over many atoms as in an ex-
tended solid, as discussed in prior work.4 An alternative mi-
croscopic theoretical formulation that is in fact closely re-
lated to that presented in Ref. 4 has been discussed,17 and
this work concludes that the effects on experimental intensi-
ties may be as small as 1%. However, this study underesti-
mates the relative intensity of such effects in considering the
squares of the direct and resonant matrix elements involved,
rather than the matrix elements themselves, since it is the
interference between the two processes that leads to
MARPE.4,10

Finally, more subtle effects on the nondipole angular dis-
tributions parameters in core emission from small gas-phase
molecules have been observed, in particular for N 1s emis-
sion from N2O with two inequivalent N atoms as the O 1s
resonance is scanned, and C 1s and S 2p emission from
OCS, again as the O 1s resonance is scanned.18 These effects
have been termed near-atom core-hole transfer �NACHT�,
but they also represent a manifestation of MARPE, albeit a
more subtle one.

We here treat the case of NiO, which is of interest since a
previous investigation found that the O 1s photoemission
intensity from NiO�100� did not show any modulation on
passing the Ni 2p1/2,3/2 resonances.11 This lack of any effect
was initially attributed to some fundamental difference be-
tween NiO and MnO or CuO, but it has subsequently been
suggested that it is due simply to the relatively high x-ray
incidence angle �35°� used in these measurements, for which
RXRO theory predicts a falloff in the fractional changes in
intensity.7 We present experimental evidence to support this
suggestion, compare the data with RXRO theory, and discuss
other implications and applications of such phenomena, in-
cluding the influence on such effects of photoelectron dif-
fraction �PD� and variable polarization.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were carried out using the Multi-
Technique Spectrometer/Diffractometer19 �MTSD� system
located on beamline 4.0.2 at the Berkeley Advanced Light
Source,20 where photoelectron spectra were measured with a
Scienta SES200 electron spectrometer. In previous
work,7,8�b�,13–15 it was pointed out that a proper allowance for
detector nonlinearity is essential for accurately measuring in-
tensities with the standard detector system supplied with this
spectrometer. We have for the present study calibrated our
detector system in the “analogue” �“grayscale”� mode by us-
ing a standard x-ray tube with continuously variable emis-
sion current at fixed high voltage. Details concerning this
calibration and its resulting correction procedure for nonlin-
earity effects appear elsewhere.7,13–15

A NiO �001� surface was prepared by initially cleaving
a single crystal in air and then immediately transferring it via
a UHV-compatible load lock into the sample prepara-
tion chamber of the Multi-Technique Spectrometer/
Diffractometer �MTSD� system. Subsequent in situ cleaning
consisted of ion sputtering �Ar, 15 min at 500 V beam volt-
age� and then annealing in oxygen at 1�10−6 Torr and
923 K for 3 h. An x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy �XPS�
analysis confirmed the absence of surface contamination and
the expected stoichiometric ratio between Ni and O. Low
energy electron diffraction �LEED� and photoelectron dif-
fraction �PD� patterns obtained immediately after the treat-
ment showed all the features expected from the �001� surface
of NiO, which has a rock-salt structure.

The sample was kept at a constant elevated temperature of
653 K in order to avoid charging effects due to the insulating
nature of NiO at room temperature, a temperature which is
also above the antiferromagnetic transition temperature of
TN=524 K.21 In a first set of data, the photoemission spectra
were collected with the takeoff angle of the photoelectrons
set to 90° with respect to the surface of the sample �i.e.,
normal emission�, thus yielding the maximum average elec-
tron escape depth. For most measurements, the sample was
oriented azimuthally such that the plane containing the x-ray
incidence direction and the photoelectron emission direction
contained the �100� direction in the sample surface, as shown
in Fig. 1�a�. Both x-ray incidence angle �h� and photon en-
ergy were varied in these measurements, with particular em-
phasis on the absorption edges in the Ni 2p1/2,3/2 region in
energy. In a second set of data, the x-ray incidence angle was
set at 20° and the photoelectron takeoff angle �e at 45° and
the sample rotated so that the photoelectron azimuthal angle
�e was varied over 360°. In this second set, the modulations
of the O 1s intensity due to photoelectron diffraction were
measured at different photon energies, and for different inci-
dent polarizations. For reference, the Fermi-referenced O 1s
binding energy was found to be 532 eV, in agreement with
prior work.11

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The detection of MARPE effects in NiO

In Fig 1�b�, we show O 1s intensities, fully corrected for
detector nonlinearity effects and measured as areas by fitting
Voigt peak shapes with Shirley inelastic backgrounds to O 1s
photoemission spectra, as a function of photon energy and
for different values of the x-ray incidence angle �h� between
the direction of the incoming beam and the surface of the
sample. The photon energy has here been scanned in small
steps of 0.25 eV over the region of the Ni 2p3/2 and Ni 2p1/2
absorption peaks. These curves show the same qualitative
signatures seen in analogous previous measurements of O 1s
emission from MnO �Ref. 7� on passing the Mn 2p edges
and CuO on passing the Cu 2p3/2 edge.11 The intensity shows
a decrease just below each of the two absorption resonances
and then an increase on going above it. Moreover, in agree-
ment with similar data obtained for MnO over x-ray inci-
dence angles over the range of 5°–30°, the effects are
strongly dependent on angle, being largest for more grazing
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x-ray incidence angles, and quickly decaying in magnitude
as this angle is increased.7 The overall effect, as judged by
��intensity maximum just above Ni 2p3/2�–�intensity mini-
mum just below Ni 2p3/2��/�average intensity for a smooth
curve passing through the Ni 2p3/2 resonance� is quite similar
to MnO, ranging from about 5% for the highest incidence
angle of 40° to about 70% for the lowest incidence angle of
5°. Without MARPE �or RXRO� effects, one should observe
a simple smooth curve of negative slope over this region in
energy due to a combination of subshell cross section22 and
electron inelastic mean free path �IMFP� variations,23 as per-
haps modulated by energy-dependent photoelectron diffrac-
tion �PD�.24 Although the effective attenuation length �EAL�
may differ somewhat from the IMFP due to effects of elastic
scattering, for our conditions of relatively low atomic num-
ber scatterers, electric field vector within 40° of the electron
emission direction, and emission direction along the normal,
we can assume that IMFPs and EALs are fairly close to one
another.23�b�

These data by themselves thus demonstrate that earlier
measurements on NiO �Ref. 11� somehow missed the pres-
ence of MARPE �or RXRO� effects, probably due to being

carried out at higher incidence angles and with insufficient
statistical accuracy to see the small effects present. We now
turn to the theoretical interpretation of these data based on
the RXRO model.

B. The RXRO theoretical model

As mentioned above, a microscopic quantum-mechanical
model of MARPE previously used to describe similar experi-
mental results4,7 in other systems has been found to well
describe such effects, for example, for the specific case of O
1s emission from MnO in the vicinity of the Mn 2p reso-
nances, confirming via agreement with experiment that these
effects can be considered as interatomic resonance photo-
emission phenomena. This microscopic model was also
found to be reducible to a RXRO treatment using experimen-
tal optical constants. We refer the reader to previous work for
details on both of these models and the discussion of their
equivalence under certain conditions,4,7 but focus for inter-
preting the present data on the RXRO approach, making use
of a general-purpose program written by Yang.7�b�

In the RXRO approach, the effect of the resonance is

assumed to influence only the local electric field E� at some

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Ex-
perimental geometry. �b� Sum-
mary of experimental data for O
1s intensity as a function of pho-
ton energy on passing through the
Ni 2p absorption-edge resonances,
for several angles of x-ray inci-
dence and photoelectron emission
along the NiO�100� surface nor-
mal. �c� Comparison of the experi-
mental data from �b� for an inci-
dence angle of 20° with similar
data over a more extended energy
range, with the curvature being
due to scanned-energy photoelec-
tron diffraction effects. �d�
Multiple-scattering photoelectron
diffraction calculations of the en-
ergy dependence of O 1s intensity
from NiO�001�, carried out over a
very broad energy range encom-
passing the broad scan in �c�. The
energy range and fractional excur-
sion of the data in �c� are also in-
dicated. �e� The optical constants
� �determined from partial-
electron-yield x-ray absorption
data� and � �determined via
Kramers-Krönig analysis of �� as
a function of photon energy in
crossing the Ni 2p resonances.
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depth z below the homogeneous flat surface of the sample,
with the differential photoelectric cross section d� /d	 vary-
ing only slowly through the resonance as described by the
usual one-electron theory.7 The variation of photoemission
intensity with photon energy I�h�� is then obtained by inte-
grating over the coordinate z perpendicular to the surface
�here taken to increase into the surface� the product of the

electric field strength �E� �h� ,z��2 at depth z relevant for pho-
toemission, the energy-dependent differential photoelectron
cross section d� /d	 appropriate to the experimental geom-
etry �which may also in the experimental data include the
effects of photoelectron diffraction� and the kinetic-energy-
dependent IMFPfor electrons 
e, as

I�h�� �
d��Ê,h��

d	
�

0

�

�E� �h�,z��2exp�−
z


e�Ekin�sin �e
	dz ,

�1�

where Ê is a unit vector along E� and accounts for the polar-
ization dependence in the cross section, and we have not
included factors of atomic density and the solid angle accep-
tance of the analyzer that will be constant over an energy
scan.

The effect of scanned-energy PD �Ref. 24� on the O 1s
intensity mentioned above appears to be evident in Fig. 1�c�,
where a narrow energy scan such as that in Fig. 1�b� and also
for an incidence angle of 20° is compared to a much wider
energy scan. There is a clear slowly varying modulation of
the intensity by about 18% in the wider scan, similar to that
observed previously in MnO �cf. Fig. 1�e� of Ref. 7�. To
further illustrate the potential influence of PD on such energy
scans, we show in Fig. 1�d� multiple-scattering PD calcula-
tions for a cluster of 250 atoms representing a NiO�100�
surface, making use of the recently developed EDAC
program.25 The modulations predicted here are substantial,
and we have indicated the energy range of the broad scan in
Fig. 1�c�, as well as its fractional change in Fig. 1�d�. Al-
though the exact form of the variation in Fig. 1�c� is not
predicted by theory, it is clear that PD effects are easily large
enough to explain this variation. The lack of better agree-
ment is perhaps due to using too small a cluster. In any
event, in subsequent comparisons of experiment and RXRO
theory, we have thus divided out a smooth curve from the
experimental data so as to focus more clearly on only the
multi-atom resonant effects.

Calculating the electric field strength at depth z is carried
out via a knowledge of the photon-energy dependent index
of refraction nr�h��, which is in turn related to the x-ray
optical constants ��h�� and ��h�� as nr=
=1−�+ i�, with
� being determined by measuring the absorption coefficient
��h��=4���h�� /�x over the edges in question �Ni 2p in our
case�. The absorption coefficient ��h��, obtained by measur-
ing inelastically scattered electrons of 175 eV kinetic energy,
included an extrapolation of the absorption curves measured
as a function of the x-ray angle of incidence to obtain the
most accurate result.26 Finally, � was derived from � using a
Kramers-Krönig transformation. The x-ray optical constants
��h�� and ��h�� as derived experimentally in this study are

shown as a function of photon energy in Fig. 1�e�. Note also
that the variation in the experimental O 1s intensity in Fig.
1�b� about a mean value follows very closely the behavior of
�, just as observed in previous experimental data on MnO,7 a
point on which we comment below. From the values of �
given in Fig. 1�e�, we can furthermore estimate that the
maximum critical angle for the onset of total reflection will
be at the Ni 2p3/2 resonance and will be given by the usual
formula as �inc

c =
2��4.8°.
Via an analysis based on the Fresnel equations,7,27 it can

finally be shown that the integral in Eq. �1� reduces to

I�h��

�
d�

d	
�Ê,h��

�t�h���2

Im�4�nr�h��sin �h�� �h��
�x�h��

+
1


e�Ekin�sin �e

,

�2�

where the quantity t for p-polarized radiation incident on a
planar surface from vacuum with n=1, and for a conducting
or nonconducting, but nonmagnetic, reflective medium, is
given by

t =
2 sin �h�

sin �h�� + nr sin �h�

, �3�

with �h�� equal to the complex angle of propagation below the
surface, again measured relative to the surface, and �x the
wavelength of the radiation. �h�� is further related to �h� via
Snell’s Law: cos �h�=nr cos �h�� , with �h� real. Equations �2�
and �3� are thus very general formulas for calculating photo-
emission intensity from a semi-infinite substrate, with all de-
pendences on energy explicitly indicated. Beyond the optical
constants of Fig. 1�e�, the only other inputs needed are radial
matrix elements and phase shifts for calculating d� /d	 �Ref.
22� and the electron IMFP 
e, which we have evaluated for
the O 1s photoelectrons leaving NiO using the well-
established semi-empirical formula by Tanuma, Powell, and
Penn known as TPP-2M.23 
e is found to vary only slightly,
from 8.0 Å to 8.7 Å, over the energy region covered in our
measurements.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Effects at fixed emission angle

Before proceeding to compare the results of Fig. 1�b� with
RXRO theory, we present some basic theoretical results to
illustrate some of the physical effects arising. In Fig. 2�a�, we
show the exponential decay length of the incident radiation
perpendicular to the surface as a function of incidence angle,
for two photon energies, one below and the other on the Ni
2p3/2 absorption edge. It is clear that the penetration depth is
reduced markedly on going to very low angles of incidence
and that is it much lower on the resonance, in fact approach-
ing the electron IMFP ��8–9 Å as estimated from the
TPP-2M formula23� in magnitude. This will thus significantly
enhance the surface sensitivity of the measurement, and it is
one effect that will automatically be included in the model of
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Eqs. �2� and �3�. Next in Fig. 2�b�, we show the variation of
reflectivity as a function of both incidence angle and photon
energy, with this plot making it clear that reflectivity is sig-
nificantly enhanced both by going to lower incidence angles
�an expected effect� and by crossing a strong absorption
resonance.

Next, we consider RXRO calculations of the actual O 1s
photoelectron intensity, as summarized over the full range of
incidence angles and photon energies in Fig. 2�c�, as well as
for the specific cases for which we have experimental data in
Fig. 2�d�. The overall amplitude of the plus/minus variation
of the effect in crossing Ni 2p3/2 as a function of incidence
angle is further shown in Fig. 2�e�, where it is expressed as a
percentage of the intensity at 830 eV below the resonance,
and compared to experimental results at the five incidence
angles studied. The results in these three figures make it clear
that the resonant effects are strongly sensitive to x-ray inci-
dence angle, being much smaller for angles greater than
about 30°, although very similar in energy dependence for all

angles. Going to an incidence angle of 5° is also predicted to
yield a very large effect of �70%, and this is observed in our
experiments. Small effects of about 5% are also predicted to
persist up to normal emission for the Ni 2p3/2 case. Compar-
ing the experimental results in Fig. 1�b� with the theoretical
curves in Fig. 2�d� further shows excellent agreement as to
the qualitative behavior. Finally, the absolute O 1s intensity
in Fig. 2�c� is found to have a maximum value at an inci-
dence angle of about 11°.

As a more quantitative comparison of experiment and
RXRO theory, Figs. 3�a�–3�e� directly compare the experi-
mental data from Fig. 1�b� with corresponding RXRO theory.
The experimental data have been divided by a smooth curve
to reduce PD effects, while the theoretical curves have been
divided by a linear slope in order that both experiment and
theory agree below and above the resonances. Finally, all
curves were normalized to unity at the far left of the scan,
below the resonances. There is excellent agreement between
experiment and theory for the two lowest incidence angles of

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Theoretical resonant x-ray optical �RXRO� calculation of the exponential decay length normal to the surface
of the square of the electric field, for photon energies off resonance �847 eV� and on resonance �851 eV�. �b� RXRO calculation of
reflectivity as a function of both photon energy and incidence angle as the photon energy crosses the Ni 2p1/2,3/2 absorption resonances. �c�
As �b�, but for O 1s intensity, with the incidence angle at which the maximum intensity is found indicated as �inch�max�. �d� RXRO
calculations of the effects seen in Fig. 1�b�. �e� Comparison of theoretical and experimental results for the overall amplitude of the
plus/minus variation of the effect in crossing the Ni 2p3/2 resonance as a function of incidence angle, expressed as a percentage of the
intensity at 830 eV below the resonance.
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5° and 10°, and semiquantitative agreement for the higher
angles of 20°, 30°, and 40°, with the agreement deteriorating
as the angle increases. Theory generally predicts larger ef-
fects than those seen in experiment for incidence angles
above 5° and furthermore yields an asymptotic value at nor-
mal incidence of about 6.6% for the overall effect that seems
not to be consistent with the experimental trend up to a 40°
incidence angle. In particular, the observed effects are only
about 1 /3 to 1/2 as large as predicted by RXRO theory for
the highest three incidence angles. Since the surface under
study is very flat �visually mirrorlike and yielding sharp
LEED patterns� and stoichiometric, with no traces of con-
taminants �as confirmed by quantitative XPS analysis�, this
type of disagreement could be due to the lack of using the
more correct microscopic theory of MARPE, a point to
which we return below. As a qualitative indicator of what the
results at higher incidence angles might imply about the ef-
fective dielectric constants involved, Fig. 3�f� compares the
experimental MARPE results for an incidence angle of 20°
with RXRO calculations in which both � and � appearing in
the experimental dielectric constant have simply been scaled

down by a variable factor. For this angle of incidence, scal-
ing down by about 50% is found to yield reasonable, though
not perfect, agreement with experiment. This comparison
suggests that microscopic and/or local-field effects in the
near-surface region �which deviate from the macroscopic ap-
proach represented by the RXRO model� are responsible, but
further experimental and theoretical study is necessary to un-
derstand these deviations between experiment and RXRO
theory.

In general, however, these results thus further confirm the
general validity of the x-ray optical analysis in providing a
phenomenological and semiquantitative description of the
experimental MARPE effects, and also imply that such ef-
fects should be observable on crossing strong core-level
resonances for all angles of x-ray incidence, although with
greater difficulty of observation as �h� goes above about 20°.
These comparisons of experiment and theory thus further
confirm the conclusion that no MARPE effect was seen in
NiO in the prior study mentioned11 above because of the
high incidence angle used. We also note that a prior unsuc-
cessful attempt to see MARPE effects in magnetic thin films

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a�–�e�
Direct comparison of experimen-
tal O 1s intensities on passing the
Ni 2p resonances with RXRO
theory, with experiment having
been corrected for curvature due
to photoelectron diffraction �cf.
Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�� and theory
and experiment having been
brought into agreement below and
above these resonances by a suit-
able division by a linear function.
Otherwise, no scaling has been
done, so that percentage changes
are correct. In �c�–�e�, red curves
representing ten-point �11th-
order� Savitzky-Golay smoothing
of the data are included to more
clearly show the small effects
seen, due to the greater statistical
scatter of the data. �f� Comparison
of experiment with RXRO theory
for an incidence angle of 20°.
Here, the theoretical curves are
shown for various multiplicative
reductions of the optical constants
in Fig. 1�e�, as explained in the
text.
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also was no doubt also influenced by the high angle of inci-
dence of 45° that was used.28

A further suggestion based on this work is that such ex-
perimental data could be used as another means of determin-
ing ��h�� over such resonances, for example, by measuring
��h�� and then choosing ��h�� so as to yield the best fit to
I�h�� for incidence angles less that about 10°. However, our
data also suggest that a fully accurate prediction of these
effects may require a more detailed microscopic theory of
the local fields near a surface, such as that discussed
previously4,7 or in fact going beyond that description, with
other approaches including a detailed discussion of electron
screening in resonant photoemission and a full relativistic
treatment of the electronic states having been presented
recently.10 An additional uncertainty in theory will always be
associated with the electron inelastic attenuation length.

As one further point, we comment on a couple of approxi-
mate limits of Eq. �2� that help to explain the qualitative
form of the curves in Figs. 1�b�, 2�b�, and 3. In one limit, far
away from the total reflection region ��h��70° �, several
simplifications yield finally4,7

I�h�� �
d��Ê,h��

d	
·

1 + ��h��
4���h��sin �h�

�x�h��
+

1


e�Ekin�sin �

.

�4�

The first term in the denominator is smaller than the second
by at least a factor of 17, with its maximum value relative to
the second term being at the maximum of � ��0.01 as seen
in Fig. 1�e�� and for normal incidence and electron takeoff.
Also, the second term in the denominator is essentially con-
stant over the small energy range scanned in our data. Thus
the variation of � in the denominator can give rise to about a
6–7% modulation of the photoelectron intensity, which is
very close to that predicted at higher takeoff angles in Figs.
2�e� and 3�e�. The magnitude of this variation is also en-
hanced slightly by the change in � due to the numerator 1
+��h��, but this makes a contribution of only about 1% to
the variation of intensity �again see Fig. 1�e��. This result
explains why the intensity variation for higher incidence
angles is qualitatively similar to that of an inverted curve of
�.

Looking now at another limit of Eq. �2� that is valid as
one approaches the total-reflection regime, corresponding to
2���h�

2 �1, one finds after some manipulation an expres-
sion involving the following three factors:

I�h�� �
d��Ê,h��

d	
�

4

�1 +
1 −
2�

�h�
2 �2

�
1

4���h��sin �h�

�x�h��
+

1


e�Ekin�sin �e

. �5�

As the incidence angle and thus also sin �h� decreases, the
denominator in the third factor is dominated by the essen-

tially constant second term 1/ �
e�Ekin�sin �e�, while the de-
nominator in the second factor starts making a greater differ-
ence. Consequently, the shape of the intensity begins to be
modified from that of the inverse of the � curve, with the
variation of I�h�� then mostly being determined by the sec-
ond factor that contains only �. If furthermore �h�

2 is very
close to 2���max and ��max����min� �the values are actually
+0.0035 and −0.006 in Fig. 1�e��, then the second factor may
vary from 4/ �1+ 
2�2=0.68 to 4 at maximum, yielding an
overall estimated variation of 83% at the critical angle that is
at least qualitatively consistent with Fig. 2�e�. The variation
in the experimental O 1s intensities as a function of the pho-
ton energy is thus qualitatively explained by Eq. �4� for high
incidence angles and Eq. �5� for grazing incidence angles
�but not in the total-reflection region�. It is not straightfor-
ward to obtain a simplified form of Eq. �2� in the intermedi-
ate regime or the total reflection regime.

B. Resonant effects on photoelectron diffraction

As another aspect of our data, we show in Fig. 4�a� azi-
muthal scans of O 1s intensity for a fixed x-ray incidence
angle of 20° �for which the overall resonance effect in nor-
mal emission is about 8%� and a fixed photoelectron takeoff
angle of 45°. These data have been obtained at two photon
energies, one below the Ni 2p resonances at 835 eV and one
directly on the Ni 2p3/2 resonance at 851 eV. The solid angle
of acceptance of our spectrometer is approximately over a
cone of 5° half-angle. The scanned-angle photoelectron dif-
fraction effects themselves are dramatic, with modulations of
over 50% relative to the maximum intensity and pronounced
fine structure; this result attests to the high degree of order
and cleanliness of this cleaved surface. Although the change
in the O 1s photoelectron wavelength over this 16 eV energy
change is not large �from 0.704 Å to 0.686 Å, or only about
3%�, we still see significant changes in the fine structure
located at the high symmetry directions denoted by the ar-
rows in Fig 4�a�. Prior work on O 1s emission from MnO has
also shown effects on photoelectron diffraction features
along certain directions that are different along certain direc-
tions in going from below to on resonance that are possibly
connected with MARPE.13 Thus we ask whether these
changes for the present data from NiO are due to interatomic
resonance effects or are simply due to subtle differences in
the photoelectron diffraction patterns at these two energies.

To assess the second possibility, we have again carried out
multiple scattering photoelectron diffraction calculations
with the EDAC program,25 this time for a cluster of 450
atoms representing a Ni�100� surface. Multiple scattering up
to 25th order was included to ensure convergence, and the
calculations were averaged over the expected analyzer ac-
ceptance solid angle. Results for azimuthal scans at two dif-
ferent energies to simulate the data of Fig. 4�a� are shown in
Fig. 4�b�. It is first clear that these calculations do a very
good job of simulating the observed fine structure and its
changes on going from an off-resonance energy to an on-
resonance energy. The doublet feature along the �100� azi-
muths is correctly predicted, as is the higher intensity of the
features labeled with black arrows at the off-resonance en-
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ergy. However, the changes in features with energy are some-
what exaggerated in theory, perhaps because the atomic clus-
ter size was not large enough to adequately describe the
diffraction patterns.

More detailed sets of experimental azimuthal scans and
theoretical simulations for another NiO sample are presented
in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�, respectively. The experimental data in
Fig. 4�c�, taken at emission angles from 41° to 47° in 2°
intervals, make it clear that these photoelectron diffraction
effects are very sensitive to emission angle. For example, the
double-peaked structure along �100� is by far the most in-
tense feature at 47°, but by 41° it is less intense than a single-
peak feature that grows in 45° away in azimuth. Comparing
experiment with multiple-scattering calculations for a 700-
atom cluster that are shown in Fig. 4�d� again indicates that

theory provides a good description of the trends with chang-
ing energy and emission angle, although theory again is
found to exaggerate these trends since the calculations prob-
ably did not include a sufficient number of atoms in the
cluster.

In summary, the general agreement found between experi-
ment and theory on- and off-resonance does not permit con-
cluding that there are any specific influences of interatomic
resonant effects on photoelectron diffraction for NiO, al-
though this warrants further study to be certain.

C. Circular dichroism effects

Finally, we consider the effect of using circularly polar-
ized radiation for excitation in such MARPE scans, with re-

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Scanned-angle O 1s photoelectron diffraction data for emission at a takeoff angle of 45° and two photon
energies below �835.0 eV� and on �850.8 eV� the Ni 2p3/2 resonance labeled. A typical low index �100� azimuth is labeled �cf. Fig. 1�a��, and
four symmetry-identical features which change significantly on crossing the resonance are indicated by the arrows. �b� Multiple-scattering
PD calculations of the curves in �a�, plotted on the same horizontal scale. �c� Scanned-angle experimental data obtained from another sample
at four equally spaced takeoff angles from 41° to 47°. �d� Theoretical scanned-angle multiple-scattering photoelectron diffraction calculations
over the same angle range as that in �c�.
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sults for the p-type linear-polarized �p-LP� case we have
been discussing up to now being compared in Fig. 5�a� to
analogous scans with right and left circular polarization
�RCP and LCP�. The incidence angle is 20° in all cases, and
the electron emission direction is along the normal. Although
all three of these curves are similar in form, there is a re-
markable difference in the overall variation of them, with the
previously presented data p-LP showing an �7% effect and
the two curves for right- and left-circularly polarized light
�RCP and LCP� showing nearly identical curves and much
higher variations of about 23%. In addition, the CP data have
distinctly different fine structure from the p-LP data.

The RXRO program we are using permits calculating the
O 1s intensity for p-type LP, RCP and LCP light. However, if
the optical constants shown in Fig. 1�e� �which were derived
using secondary electrons excited by p-type LP light� are
used for all three cases, the resultant curves for p-LP, RCP,
and LCP are found to be identical, in disagreement with the
marked differences seen in experiment. One obvious reason
for this identity in theory is that the s-type LP that is added in
with appropriate phase to make RCP and LCP light yields,
via the dipole excitation process, a zero contribution to the O
1s cross section in the plane of observation. However, in the
actual experiment, elastic scattering and diffraction can yield
nonzero intensity along the surface normal via this compo-
nent of polarization. An additional reason that experiment

and theory as we have carried them out so far disagree is that
the optical constants should be remeasured for CP radiation,
and this we suggest for future experiments. However, since
we are well above the Néel temperature of NiO, effects due
to any sort of linear magnetic dichroism should be zero, and
it is nonetheless not clear that one would expect much dif-
ference from the curves shown in Fig. 1�e�.

Another obvious deficiency in these RXRO calculations is
that they do not include the strong effects of photoelectron
diffraction �cf. Figs. 4�a� and 4�c��. In fact, in combination
with CP excitation, it is well known that circular dichroism
in photoelectron angular distributions �CDAD� arises,29,30

with these effects also being describable in terms of forward
scattering peak “rotations” in angle in the direction of rota-
tion of the electric field vector.30 Such rotation effects are
obvious in the full-hemisphere multiple-scattering calcula-
tions shown in Fig. 5�b�, which have been carried out for a
smaller cluster of 150 atoms, again both on resonance and
off resonance in energy. However, since the dramatic differ-
ence is seen not in a dichroism signal, which would be very
small if we subtract the two nearly identical curves for RCP
and LCP in Fig. 5�a�, but simply between excitation with LP
and RCP�LCP, it does not seem likely that photoelectron
diffraction alone can explain the dramatic difference in the
MARPE effects observed between linear- and circular-
polarized excitations. In fact, the near identity of the RCP
and LCP MARPE curves in Fig. 5�a� is indicative of a highly
accurate alignment in azimuth along �100� �cf. Fig. 1�a��.
These effects also are worth further experimental study.

In summary, varying polarization in such a core-level
photoemission energy scan clearly can change the degree of
MARPE effects dramatically, but it is still unclear as to what
mix of not having the correct optical constants, not fully
including photoelectron diffraction effects, and/or not having
an accurate enough microscopic theory of the effects is in-
volved.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS ON OTHER
RELATED MEASUREMENTS

The experimental data for NiO presented here make it
clear that multi-atom resonant photoemission �MARPE� ef-
fects are also observed in O 1s photoemission from this ma-
terial, contrary to the conclusion reached in prior work.11

These effects can be quantitatively explained, at least for
x-ray incidence angles of ��20°, via a resonant x-ray op-
tical �RXRO� picture. Taken together with prior work by our
group,7 these results lead us to conclude that similar effects
should be seen for all materials, with the RXRO theory pro-
viding a more empirically oriented method of analysis, and
microscopic quantum-mechanical approaches outlined
elsewhere4,7,10 providing more generally applicable methods
for treating not only homogeneous flat samples but nano-
structures and free molecules. Such measurements also could
provide an alternate method for determining the optical con-
stants of materials on passing through core resonances, al-
though with some caveats involving the details in the micro-
scopic model �e.g., local-field and electron screening effects,
the electron IMFP versus the EAL �Ref. 23��. In making such

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Measured effect of varying radiation
polarization from p-type linear �p-LP� to right circular �RCP� and
left circular �LCP� on the MARPE effects in O 1s emission from
NiO, with a 20° incidence angle and normal photoelectron emission
�i.e., for the same geometry as the data in Fig. 3�c��. �b� Compari-
son of calculated full-hemisphere photoelectron diffraction patterns
from a cluster of 150 atoms for excitation with a 20° incidence
angle and with p-LP, RCP, and LCP excitation. Two sets of patterns
are shown, for off-resonance and on-resonance excitation energies.
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measurements, the influence of photoelectron diffraction
needs to be considered, although our analysis does not indi-
cate that the PD effects themselves are fundamentally
changed from off resonance to on resonance, beyond what is
expected simply because the photoelectron kinetic energy
changes. Our preliminary data exploring the variation of ra-
diation polarization show very strong effects that at this point
do not have a theoretical explanation; this is certainly worthy
of further study.

We have so far considered MARPE here to involve pho-
toemission from one core level while passing through reso-
nances of a core level on another atom, but analogous effects
in valence-level emission on passing through a weakly
bound core level resonance from another atom have been
both observed experimentally31–34 and discussed
theoretically.35–37 These effects have been observed experi-
mentally in measurements near solid-solid interfaces �in
which the interatomic effect occurs across the interface�,31,32

in emission from a molecular orbital in a free molecule,33

and in valence emission from clusters of atoms.34 In the con-
text of free molecules and atomic clusters, these effects have
been termed interatomic coulomb decay �ICD�, with a theo-
retical model having been elaborated,35 which is equivalent
to that proposed previously for MARPE, but which considers
also the interatomic Auger process, and for which the lower
energies of excitation permit assuming that the wavelength
of the exciting radiation is large with respect to the atomic
distances involved. By contrast, a previously discussed
theory of MARPE has used a more general fully retarded
description of the radiation field.4,7 We thus expect that simi-

lar interatomic resonant photoemission effects will be found
in many other systems, as for example, endofullerenes in
which a certain atom is encapsulated in a carbon-based cage,
and that such effects will constitute a new probe of electronic
structure and near-neighbor atom identities in complex ma-
terials.

Finally, we note in closing that the x-ray optical model
discussed above can be extended to describe fluorescent
x-ray emission. For the case of a fluorescent energy that is
far from any resonance and at a fluorescence exit angle �F

that is large enough to minimize refraction and reflection at
the surface, this involves simply replacing 
e sin �e with 
x

F

sin �F in Eqs. �1�, �2�, and �4�, with 
x
F equal to the fluores-

cent x-ray attenuation length along path length or �x
F / �4��F�

in obvious notation. At this level of the theory, MARPE is
dominated by what is usually termed the self-absorption ef-
fect in x-ray emission, with a more approximate, but stan-
dard, model for this effect having been used in two recent
discussions of interatomic effects in x-ray emission.6,16 How-
ever, this direct connection of MARPE and self-absorption
was not realized in some earlier work.
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